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‘I knew it was gonna be full
of people who went to
private school…I find it
difficult to live with people
like that.’

‘One of the things that
shocked me…someone
saying “Daddy pays for it”…I
had to put it together
myself.’

‘It reminds me a lot of
school…I knew loads of
people going to [Hume]...I’ll
not meet anyone new there.’

‘I don’t agree with them…it’s
gonna be the people who
can afford it…[not] who’re
good’

‘I don’t agree with fees rising
because…there will be a lot
of people put off going to
university.’

‘[Uni] is a service…it might as
well come out of the student’s
pocket as they’re benefitting.’

Jo

Zachary

Jack

Disposition

‘I’m just not done learning
yet.’

‘It’s just a natural
progression of what you do
after A levels, really.’

‘At first I accepted it…then I
sort of started questioning
it.’ [But not really!]

School Orientation

‘I didn’t know very much
about what it would be like.’

‘the top sets…all went to
these university things
before school.’

‘because everyone went to
university, [they] had loads
of information…’

Peers

‘I just had the impression
from friends in the year
above I’m in touch with.’

‘I think all of my friends have
gone to uni apart from three
of them, 90%.’

‘98% of the people I knew,
that was just the natural
progression.’

University Choice

‘I did largely base my
decision on rankings…and
location.’

‘Rankings, it was the Times, I
think...because I wanted to
get a better job.’

‘My mum was basically
dragging up all these
Telegraph lists.’

Extra-curricular Activities

‘I was determined to but
didn’t get round to
it...hopefully next year.

‘With maths we don’t do
teamwork…you’ve got
something [for] that box.’

‘it’s just really middle class to
do everything.’

